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Abstract

Spatial clustering and intermittency in the relative velocity of heavy particles of the same size

settling in turbulent flows can be strongly affected by gravity. We present a model for the timescale

of the fluid velocity gradient seen by particle pairs and propose an effective Kubo number based on

this timescale to explain the mechanism of gravity-enhanced clustering. We explore the mechanisms

of the gravity-induced reduction or enhancement of the intermittency in the particle radial relative

velocity (RRV) at different Stokes numbers based on backward-in-time relative dispersion and

preferential sampling of the fluid field. These effects of gravity on clustering and the RRV must be

parameterized in the geometric collision kernel.

PACS numbers: 47.27.Gs, 42.68.Ge, 47.55.Kf, 92.60.Vb
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Collisions of heavy particles induced by turbulence are a general and crucial phenomenon

with many applications [1–6], including planetesimal formation [7], rain droplet formation [8,

9], and fluidization [10]. Turbulent clustering and relative velocity are two important aspects

of particle collision [11, 12]. Particles suspended in a turbulent flow typically move under

gravity [1, 13–16]. However, the effects of gravity on clustering and the relative motion

have seldom been studied until very recently [17–21]; thus, an investigation of the effects of

settling effects on clustering and the intermittency in the redial relative velocity (RRV) [22]

is the primary topic of this letter.

The clustering of heavy particles in turbulent or random flows is caused by centrifugal

force [23–25] or multiplicative amplification [26, 27], respectively. Particles at a small Stokes

number are centrifuged out of regions of high vorticity toward regions of high strain rate

and low vorticity [23]. By contrast, clustering in a random flow at a small Kubo number

is determined by the multiplication of many independent random expansion or contraction

factors of small volumes spanned by a triad of particle separations [27]. If this multiplication

decreases after a long time, then the fluctuations in particle number density field will be

amplified, and thus clusters can be observed. Here, the Stokes number is StK ≡ τp/τK ,

where τp is the particle relaxation time and τK is the Kolmogorov timescale. The Kubo

number is Ku ≡ u0τf/ξ, where ξ is the smallest characteristic length scale, τf is the smallest

characteristic timescale, and u0 is the characteristic velocity scale of the flow [28, 29].

Previous studies indicate that gravity reduces clustering of particles at small StK [30–32],

whereas, very recent results show that gravity may enhance clustering at large StK [16–20,

33]. Gravity-driven enhancement of clustering is attributed to a Gaussian delta-correlated

(in time) fluid velocity gradient field or a flow field with a small Kubo number; and the rate

of caustic formation is found to be reduced by gravity [18, 19]. Here, our aims are to study

τg, the timescale of the Lagrangian correlation of fluid velocity gradient seen by particle

pairs under gravity that affects clustering, and furthermore, to explore the mechanism of

the remarkable changes in the intermittency in RRV due to gravity.

The direct numerical simulation plus point particle model is typically used to solve for the

motion of heavy particles under gravity [34–36]. The statistical quantities for the flows are

listed in Table I. A total of 1.2×106 particles are tracked. The dynamics of the particles are

controlled by the Taylor microscale Reynolds number, Reλ; StK ; and the Froude number,

Frg ≡ aK/g, where aK is the Kolmogorov acceleration and g is the acceleration due to
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TABLE I. Statistical parameters in isotropic turbulent flows. N3 is the grid number in the flow

domain of (2π)3. u′ is the root mean square (rms) of the velocity. ε is the energy dissipation

rate per unit mass. Lf is the longitudinal integral length scale. vK , η and τK ≡ (ν/ε)1/2 are the

Kolmogorov velocity scale, length scale and time scales, respectively. Kmax = N/3 is the cutoff

wave number in the pseudospectral method.

Case N3 Reλ ε ν u′ Lf vK τK ηkmax

I 1283 73.9 3434.7 0.095 19.10 0.91 4.31 0.0051 1.10

II 2563 100.9 3468.0 0.049 19.52 0.99 3.62 0.0037 1.15
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FIG. 1. (Color online) The degree of clustering as functions of the Froude number and the Stokes

number: (a) The RDF, g(R), at a separation R = 0.5η versus the inverse of the Froude number at

different Stokes numbers. (b) The correlation dimension D2 versus the Stokes number at different

Froude numbers. The results reported by Bec et al.(2014) [18] for Reλ = 460, represented by lines

with open symbols, are plotted for comparison.

gravity. Because the results for Case I and Case II are similar, we will present the results

only for Case II.

Movies showing the effects of gravity on clustering are provided in the Supplemental

Material [37], in which gravity suppresses clustering at StK = 0.6, whereas it enhances

clustering at StK = 5.0. Similar observations can be found in recent publications [18–

20]. We use the radial distribution function (RDF), g(r) [11] and the correlation dimension

D2 [18] as measures of clustering. Figure 1 illustrates g(R) (R = 0.5η) and D2 as functions
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The timescale of the Lagrangian correlation of the velocity gradient τg as a

function of Fr−1
g at StK = 5. τg decreases and it indeed becomes less than τK as Fr−1

g increases.

The solid line represents a model of the form τg = [(1/τg,0)
2 + (w0/l)

2]−1/2.

of the Froude number and Stokes number, respectively. Our results about D2 versus StK

display similar behaviors with those from Ref. [18], as shown in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(a),

for StK ≤ 1.0 (Lines (1) − (3)), the RDFs monotonically decrease with an increase in

Fr−1
g . For StK > 1.0, (Lines (4) − (8)), the RDFs initially increase to a maximum and

then decrease with increasing Fr−1
g . Therefore, gravity enhances clustering at StK > 1 and

reduces clustering at StK < 1. The vertical dashed line in Fig. 1(a) indicates that gravity

becomes relevant at Fr−1
g > 1.

The gravity-driven reduction of the clustering at small StK is due to the ineffectiveness of

the centrifugal mechanism because the particles do not have sufficient time to be centrifuged

out of regions of high vorticity in the flow when the particles are rapidly going through an

eddy under gravity. At large StK , the reduction in τg due to gravity causes the gravity-driven

enhancement of clustering, as demonstrated as follows. The linearized equations for the

relative motion of a nearby particle pair, denoted by the relative position δxpi and the relative

velocity δvpi, are δẋpi = δvpi, and δv̇pi = [Fij(t)δxpj − δvpi]/τp. Here, the dots denote the time

derivative d/dt; Fij(t) ≡ ∂ui/∂xj(x
(1)
p (t), t) is the gradient of the fluid velocity experienced

by the reference Particle 1; and i, j = 1, 2, 3, denoting the 3 direction components. In

Fig. 2, we show how τg varies with Fr−1
g at StK = 5.0, where τg ≡

∫

∞

0
Rgrad(t)dt =

∫

∞

0
〈Fij(0)Fmn(t)〉/〈Fij(0)Fmn(0)〉dt with i = j = m = n = 2 along the direction of gravity.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The standardized PDF of the RRVs of heavy particles with a separation

R = 0.5η versus the Froude number:(a) StK = 0.6 and (b) StK = 5.0. The insets illustrate the

skewness of the PDF as a function of the Froude number.

Note that F22(t) = ∂u2/∂x2 = −(∂u1/∂x1 + ∂u3/∂x3), denoting the horizontal convergence

in an incompressible flow [20]. The Lagrangian correlation Rgrad(t) versus Frg is plotted

in the inset. This plot shows that Rgrad(t) and, thus the timescale τg decay rapidly with

decreasing Frg. We observe that τg can even be less than τK when Frg is sufficiently small.

τg can be approximated using a model of the form τg = [(1/τg,0)
2+(w0/l)

2]−1/2, represented

by the solid line, where l is the length scale of the fluid velocity gradient, l = 5.6η ∼ O(η),

and τg,0 is the timescale of τg when Frg = ∞. τg,0 = 2.4τK ∼ O(τK). Thus, we approximate

τg using [(1/τK)
2 + (w0/η)

2]−1/2 = (η/w0)[1 + (vK/w0)
2]−1/2 ≈ η/w0 when vK ≪ w0. Using

η, vK and τg as the characteristic lengthscale, velocity scale and timescale, respectively, we

define an effective Kubo number for a turbulent flow with heavy particles settling within

it as Kue ≡ vKτg/η = Frg/StK . Therefore, Kue ≪ 1 for heavy particles at small Frg

and large StK and turbulent flow field seen by settling particles behaves as a random flow

with a very short timescale. Multiplicative amplification begins to play a role in clustering

enhancement through many independent random accelerations [19].

We now turn to the effects of gravity on the statistics of the RRV. For a particle pair

consisting of Particle 1 and Particle 2 with a separation R ≡ |R| = |x(1)
p − x

(2)
p |, their RRV,

wr(R) ≡ (v
(1)
p − v

(2)
p ) · R̂, is intrinsically related to the clustering. Here, the superscript

(1) and (2) denote particles in a pair. R̂ = R/|R| is the unit vector pointing from Par-

ticle 1 to Particle 2. When the level of clustering approaches a statistically steady state,

the negative skewness, S = 〈w′

r(R)3〉/〈w′

r(R)2〉3/2 denotes the clustering tendency, where
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FIG. 4. (Color online) BIT relative dispersion of heavy particles as a function of Froude number:

(a) StK = 0.6 and (b) StK = 5.0.

w′

r(R) = wr(R)/
√

〈wr(R)2〉. At StK = 0.6, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the PDFs of the RRV

are negatively skewed and the absolute value |S| decreases with decreasing Frg as shown

in the inset, which means that the degree of clustering also decreases with decreasing Frg.

By contrast, at StK = 5.0, as shown in Fig. 3(b), |S| initially increases with decreasing

Frg down to Frg = 0.197, implying an enhanced degree of clustering. When Frg decreases

further, |S| begins to decrease, implying that the degree of clustering begins to weaken. The

variations in the skewness at small and large StK are consistent with the variations in g(R)

versus Frg, as shown in Fig. 1(a).

Another interesting observation in Fig. 3 is that the tails of the standardized PDFs of the

RRV exhibit remarkable and opposite changes with decreasing Frg at small and large StK .

The tails become increasingly narrower with decreasing Frg at StK = 0.6, whereas they

become increasingly broader with decreasing Frg at StK = 5.0. These observations reveal

that the intermittency in the RRV is reduced at StK = 0.6, but enhanced at StK = 5.0

with a decrease in Frg. Moreover, if gravity is absent, the PDF tail exhibits a shape of

the form exp[−C |wr|4/3] at a large Stokes number of StK = 5.0, which is consistent with

the prediction of the variable-range projection model proposed for the relative velocities of

heavy particles at large Stokes numbers (the long-dashed curve in Fig. 3(b)) [38]. We shall

interpret this interesting phenomenon from the perspective of the backward-in-time (BIT)

relative dispersion.

The RRV of a particle pair with a separation R can be expressed as wr(R) = τ−1
p R̂ ·
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∫ 0

−3τp
∆u(x

(1)
p (t),R(t), t)exp(t/τp)dt, where ∆u(x

(1)
p (t),R(t), t) is the fluid velocity difference

for a separation vector R(t) experienced by the particle pair at t, x
(1)
p (t) is the position

of the reference particle. Fig. 4 shows the rms of the separation increment 〈δr2(t)〉0.5 =

〈|R(t)−R(0)|2〉0.5 normalized with respect to η, as a function of Frg at StK = 0.6 and

StK = 5.0. At StK = 0.6 and in the absence of gravity, 〈δr2(t)〉0.5 increases within the

interval [−3τp, 0]; however, it remains less than 3η and thus it is located in the viscous

subrange. Gravity reduces 〈δr2(t)〉0.5 due to the reduced timescale between particles and

eddies. The intermittency of the flow seen by the particle pairs changes very little with

a decreasing 〈δr2(t)〉0.5 because it is approximately saturated at such small separations for

a given Reynolds number [39]. At Frg = ∞, particles at such small Stokes numbers are

preferentially concentrated in regions of high strain rate with higher intermittency. Gravity

pulls these particles out of such highly intermittent regions, and the reference particles x
(1)
p

become distributed increasingly uniformly throughout the entire field, and the intermittency

of the velocity difference seen by the particle pairs decreases, thus, the intermittency of the

particle RRV also decreases, as shown in Fig. 3(a). By contrast, at StK = 5.0 and in the

absence of gravity, 〈δr2(t)〉0.5 can break free of the viscous subrange and return to the inertial

and even the energy-containing subranges within the interval [−3τp, 0]. It can be as large as

80η, such that the Gaussian assumption regarding the particle relative velocity at earlier time

used in the variable-range projection model is valid [38]. For particles at large Stokes number,

gravitational settling significantly reduces 〈δr2(t)〉0.5, bringing it from the inertial subrange

into the viscous subrange. At StK = 5.0, the clustering and x
(1)
p are ergodic [27]. The

intermittency of the flow seen by particle pairs with a small separation 〈δr2(t)〉0.5 increases,
as does the resulting intermittency of the particle RRV, as shown in Fig. 3(b).The balance

between the mitigation of preferential sampling small-scale flow structure at small StK and

the great reduction in the BIT relative separations at large StK results in a transition of the

variations in the tails of the PDFs occurring at StK ∼ 3.0, according to our DNS data.

The reduction in BIT relative separation also results in a reduced wr,rms. Fig. 5 shows

wr,rms as a function of StK at different Frg. In the absence of gravity, wr,rms increases

with increasing StK , and then slowly decays after reaching a maximum value. At very

large StK in the absence of gravity, wr,rms ∼
√
2u

′
√

TLp/τp ∝ St−0.5
K [40], where TLp is the

timescale of the Lagrangian correlation of fluid velocity experienced by a single-particle. For

a given Frg, the curve turns downward following a scaling law of the form St−1
K , rather than

7



∞

FIG. 5. (Color online) wr,rms as a function of Stokes number at different Froude numbers. At very

small Stokes numbers, the numerical results are consistent with the prediction of the Saffman and

Turner limit [41].

St−0.5
K when settling velocity w0 = gτp becomes large enough. This can be interpreted as

follows: for particles at rapid settling velocities, the timescale is TLp ∼ Lf/gτp. Therefore,

wr,rms ∼ 2u
′
√

Lf/g/τp ∼ St−1
K .

In summary, clustering is monotonically reduced at StK < 1 under gravity because of

the ineffectiveness of the centrifugal mechanism, whereas clustering is non-monotonically

enhanced at StK > 1 because of the multiplicative amplification mechanism in the case that

the proposed effective Kubo number is much less than 1. The mechanism under the opposite

variations in the tails of the PDFs of the RRV is explored from the perspective of BIT

relative separation and preferential sampling of small-scale flow structures. The rms of RRV

is greatly suppressed due to gravity and it follows a scaling law of the form St−1
K at a given

Frg. This understanding of the remarkable changes in the PDF of the RRV challenges the

current intuition that gravity predominantly affects the relative velocity between particles

of different sizes falling at different velocities. Therefore, the effects of gravity on clustering

and the RRV are a significant influence that must be considered in the parameterization of

the geometric collision kernels of monodisperse particles.
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